A fraternal organization might be likened to a mighty river such as the Mississippi, the Yangtze in China, or the Volga in Russia. The river serves the populace settled along the banks; it makes fertile the land and encourages growth and life. Its greatest function is navigation.

Although the river flows serenely and full in most places, still there are rapids and shallow waters to be navigated. Often it is necessary to dragging the boat by sheer human strength. Ropes from the craft are passed to strong, willing hands on the banks. Backs bend, muscles strain, hearts beat fast, until the ship is finally over the rocks and mud banks. Once again it slips into deep buoyant waters. With engine pumping or sails set, it triumphantly glides away.

Tonight on the great Eastern Star river, the good ship (name of Matron and Patron) built in 19..., is navigating the last narrow passage before the craft takes off to explore new ports. Along the banks of the river the populace watches. Faithful harbor attendants take their places along the shore.

Hostesses or minor officers, with flashlights covered with red tissue paper or cellophane, take their places near the East on South and North sides respectively. When in position, they blink their flashlights on and off. OPTIONAL: They can hum or sing 'Volga Boatman' very softly and faintly as though boats were still in distance.

They are careful to see that proper lights are placed so as to guide the vessel safely to the landing.

In the distance, the weary toilers who drag the ship are gladdened by the welcome beams. The distant flickering lights bid them welcome. They bend to the task with renewed vigor. Those who watch from the shore are well acquainted with the boatmen who pull on the ropes. The two leaders have been long in service on the river and are known by the name of (name of Associate Matron and Associate Patron). The others who have dragged many a shallow mile (name of Conductress and Associate Conductress). They are followed by a full crew of hand picked faithfuls.
BON VOYAGE

SHIP ENTERS FROM WEST DOOR PULLED BY OFFICERS WITH ASSOCIATE MATRON, ASSOCIATE PATRON, CONDUCTRESS, AND ASSOCIATE CONDUCTRESS IN FRONT. GARLANDS OF FLOWERS OR GILDEDropES RUN FROM THE SHIP TO THE OFFICERS AND AFFORD A MEANS OF PROPELLING THE BOAT.

MAKE THE FRAMEWORK IN SHAPE SIMILAR TO SMALL BOAT, COVER WITH CARDBOARD OR HEAVY PAPER, ON WHICH IS POSTED LUMINOUS MATERIAL SUCH AS SHINING PAPER OR CHRISTMAS PAPER. THE BOTTOM IS NOT IN THE BOAT AND THE MATRON AND PATRON WALK HERE AS THE BOAT MOVES FORWARD. IF COLORED LIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE, THEY MAY BE PLACED ON THE SHIP.

THE 'YOLCA BOATMAN' OR SIMILAR MUSIC SHOULD SOUND IN STRAIN AS THE BOAT ENTERS AND APPROACHES THE EAST. OFFICERS OR CHOIR OR SOLOIST MAY SING IF DESIRED.

READER CONTINUES:

NOW THE SHIP APPROACHES THE EAST HARBOR. AT LAST IT IS SAFELY ANCHORED IN THE EAST PORT.

THE BOAT IS PULLED IN FRONT OF THE DAI3 IN THE EAST WHERE IT STOPS. THE OUTGOING WORTHY MATRON AND WORTHY PATRON NOW STEP DOWN INTO THE BOAT AND STAND. (GIFT PRESENTATION MAY BE MADE AT THIS TIME IF DESIRED.)

READER:

TODAY THEY ARE TO TAKE ON BOARD TWO HONORED PERSONAGES, WORTHY MATRON _______ AND WORTHY PATRON _______. THESE LOYAL AND LOVABLE OFFICERS HAVE RISEN TO THE HIGHEST RANK THAT CAN BE BESTOWED ON OFFICERS OF THE GOOD SHIP _______. (NAME OF CHAPTER). THEY HAVE BEEN LONGER IN SERVICE THAN ANY OF THE BOATMEN; HOWEVER, THEY STARTED THEIR SERVICE ON THE RIVER BY PULLING THEIR SHORE ALONG THE BANKS. THEY HAVE LEARNED NOT ONLY THE SECRETS OF THE RIVER, THE RAPIDS, THE HIGH WATER, AND LOW WATERS, BUT THEY HAVE STUDIED THE STARS AND THE HARBOR LIGHTS. THEY HAVE LEARNED ABOUT THE PEOPLE ON THE RIVER BANKS. THEIR FRIENDS ARE NUMEROUS, THEIR INFLUENCE FOR GOOD HAS BEEN FELT BY ALL WITH WHOM THEY HAVE COME IN CONTACT. THESE FRIENDS ARE WATCHING THEIR DEPARTURE TONIGHT AND ARE WAITING TO BID THEM 'BON VOYAGE'.

NOW THEY SET THEIR COMPASS AND MAKE READY TO LEAVE THE HARBOR. SOON THEY WILL BE IN FREE, DEEP WATER. NO MORE DO THEY HAVE TO MAKE ROUTINE RUNS UP AND DOWN THE RIVER; THEY ARE FREE TO SAIL TO NEW PORTS, TO UNCHARTED SEAS IF THEY WISH. BUT ONE THING IS SURE, SOMETHING IN THEIR HEARTS WILL CAUSE THEM TO WISH ALWAYS TO TRAVEL THE GREAT RIVER EASTERN STAR. SERVICE HAS GIVEN THEM A LOVE FOR THE RIVER THAT THEY WILL NEVER LOSE.

NOW GALLANT BOATMEN, PULL, PULL WITH ALL YOUR MIGHT. OUT, OUT INTO THE DEEP RIVER. WE WISH THESE FAITHFUL OFFICERS WELL; WE WISH THEM HAPPINESS; WE WISH THEM SUCCESS WHEREVER THEY MAY SAIL.

THE OFFICERS START PULLING THE SHIP WESTWARD AND OUT. THE HARBOR CREW, THE HOSTESSES OR MINOR OFFICERS, MAY START CHEERING AS THE SHIP GOES WEST. MUSIC MIGHT ADD TO THE EFFECT OF THE 'GOODBYE'. PERHAPS 'ALOHA OLE', OR 'MY SPOONIE LIES OVER THE OCEAN', OR ANY SONG YOU CHOOSE.

THE OFFICERS MAY TAKE UP THE CHEERS AS THEY PULL ON THE ROPE AND THE SIDE LINES WILL PROBABLY JOIN IN THE GOODBYES.
PRESENTATION OF GIFT OR FLOWERS TO OUTGOING MATRON

If you desire, this may be used when the Worthy Matron and Worthy Patron are still in the East and have stepped down into the boat. After the words "Bid them, bon voyage", the gifts could be presented.

Reader:

Tonight you have come to the end of your voyage (cruise). Perhaps the course has seemed rough and trying at times; however, nothing worth while is ever easy, but now you have come to the end of your run and a great panoramic view is spread out before you.

Some of the things you see are the love and high esteem with which we hold you, also our pride in you that you have served us so well.

You have had a lovely year and it gives me great pleasure to present this --- --- --- in behalf of --- --- --- Chapter. Although it is small and its intrinsic value is little, we present it to you with our best wishes and love.

PRESENTATION OF GIFT TO WORTHY PATRON

When one saves pennies, nickles, and dollars to take a much desired voyage, there is a great satisfaction finally in stepping upon the ship, and a great expectation about the trip ahead. To be given a farewell send-off and a gift, add a great deal of joy to the journey.

According to the service that you have rendered on the voyage thus far, we know that you will have a cargo of pleasant memories to carry on board into the future.

In behalf of --- --- --- ---, we'd like to add another little remembrance in appreciation and thanks for your service this past year.

The End